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Introduction

For about 5 years we at Tartu University are working on a LT project called “Semantics
of simple sentences”. Concerning the title of the project we would like to stress at once
that our real goal is to move from sentence semantics to semantics of coherent texts, that
is, to modeling of the “real” process of human language understanding, so that what we
call now semantic representation of a sentence or text in fact would be a representation
of what the reader/hearer knows after having read/heard this text. This should explain
why we in our project, when speaking of semantic analysis of simple sentences (= trans-
lating syntactic trees of isolated sentences into some kind of semantic structure), quite
intentionally deal with such theoretically-oriented problems as drawing different kinds
of inferences or using ontological knowledge.

In the analysis process itself we really use as input the syntactic dependency trees
of sentences from the Estonian Treebank2 and the output is the representation of the sen-
tence in the form which we call a (sentence) frame where the syntactic dependencies
(Subject, Object, Adverbial etc) are replaced by semantic roles (Agent, Instrument, Re-
cipient etc; see e.g. [1]). But this is the first step only. And even this is not that simple as
it seems.

The main problems we have found to be of critical importance can be summarized as
follows: First, compiling the inventory of semantic roles; because at the present state of
semantics there is little hope to create a universal inventory, we have to restrict ourselves
to some semantic domain. At present the domain of our semantic analysis program is
motion—self-motion as well as caused-motion events.

Second, in the process of transition from a syntactic tree of a sentence to its semantic
frame (representing the corresponding event) it often appears necessary to add so-called
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hidden arguments/roles (in the sense of Jackendoff’s conceptual semantics), i.e. argu-
ments that do not always appear in the surface sentence as syntactic elements but will
be needed in its semantic representation, e.g. when some specific information has to be
added to their description later (e.g. walking and legs, throwing something somewhere
and hands, looking-seeing and eyes—as implicit Instruments).

Third, the problem of inferences: the full meaning of a sentence includes, for the
recipient, not only the data explicitly represented in it but also the knowledge s/he can
derive from these data by means of inferences; and this is particularly important when we
start to model the understanding of coherent texts where the knowledge derived from the
previous sentences by inferences cannot be distinguished from the information explicitly
conveyed.

And fourth, there is the need to take into account, along with “pure” linguistic mean-
ing of language expressions, also the world knowledge (domain ontology).

Since it is clear that in a short overview it would not be possible to treat all these
problems at the reasonably informative level we will concentrate below on the kernel of
our system, the frame lexicon; by describing its organization it is possible to show also
how it helps to solve other problems, e.g. the problem of inferences.

1. Frame lexicon, semantic roles, inferences

Frames in our system are structures consisting of a head—a motion verb which in a sen-
tence can function as predicate—and its possible arguments as fillers of certain semantic
roles. Thus, semantic roles are the main structuring elements of a frame. The original
idea behind the concept of frame came, of course, from frame semantics and specifically
from FrameNet3 (see e.g. [2] for overview). But for purposes of our project which deals
with the interaction between syntax (sentences, texts) and semantics we had to work out
our own inventory of semantic roles. One reason for this was, for instance, the need to
draw inferences from frames: FrameNet does not deal with inferences, at least not explic-
itly. But in case of semantic analysis of sentences it is impossible to ignore this problem;
and certain kinds of inferences are directly connected with semantic roles (we will dis-
cuss the problem below). This, by the way, does not mean that FrameNet structures can-
not be used to draw inferences from sentences with e.g. motion verbs as predicates. We
have tried this, in parallel with our frame structures. But the role inventory in FrameNet
is too complicated and domain-dependent to be taken as a regular basis of sentence/text
semantic analysis program at the very beginning.

The first conceptually important point we want to make clear is that although the
heads of frames are verbs, the frames are in fact not frames of verbs but frames of
EVENTS represented/designated by the verbs as possible predicates of corresponding
sentences. The basic semantic unit in text semantics is not a word, nor even a sentence,
but an event (in our domain of motion). The details of one such event can be picked up
from different sentences, but they should be collected and integrated into the frame of
this individual event. For instance, let’s take a string of sentences:

Yesterday, Mari went to Tallinn. This time she took her own car because she had to be in
Tallinn very early. She left Tartu already at six o’clock.
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These sentences describe (pieces) of a specific traveling event the frame of which is
evoked by the verb ‘went’ in the first sentence, but its different role fillers (AGENT =
Mari, TIME = yesterday, INSTRUMENT = car, LOCFROM = Tartu, LOCTO = Tallinn,
TIMEFROM = six o’clock) are given in different sentences (the role names in capital
letters are from the list of our semantic roles). The idea of this differentiation and, con-
cretely, the concept of event in our case we have taken from Conceptual Semantics [3]
where the complex problems of word-sentence-text semantics (including the background
knowledge) are dealt within a common framework. Such complex treatments are quite
rare in today’s theoretically oriented linguistics.

Apparently, the most direct way to explain our ideas connected with frames and
their structure—semantic roles and inferences—in the analysis and representation of the
meaning of sentences would be to use a concrete example. Below, we give (in basic de-
tails) the frame structure of agentive self-motion (AGENTIIVNE LIIKUMINE) repre-
sented by verbs like kõndima ‘to walk’, lendama ‘to fly’ (like a bird) ujuma ‘to swim’,
sõitma ‘go (using a vehicle), travel, ride. . . ’ and then explain the reason of its structural
elements. See Fig 1 for an overview of the general role structure.

There are two features in the structure of this frame that are of importance here and
need explanation.

First, the ASETSEMA-subframes are attached to the roles whose fillers move in the
event described by the frame. In the agentive self-motion event AGENT and INSRU-
MENT are the entities that move. ASETSEMA_1 and ASETSEMA_2 fix the location
of the entity before and after the motion event, accordingly, taking the corresponding
information from the LOCFROM and LOCTO roles of the main frame. Thus, this is our
present (preliminary) solution to the problem of inferences concerning the location of en-
tities participating in a motion event before and after the event. The reason why we have
chosen such a straightforward solution is that in different motion events different par-
ticipant move. For instance, in case of an agentive caused-motion event where AGENT
throws an OBJECT from place L1 to place L2, only OBJECT moves to L2, AGENT
stays at L1, and therefore in the frame corresponding to predicate throw ASETSEMA1/2
subframes are attached only to OBJECT role and not to AGENT. But in an event where
AGENT brings an OBJECT from L1 to L2, both OBJECT and AGENT move, and if
AGENT uses an INSTRUMENT, it moves, too. And therefore ASETSEMA1/2 sub-
frames should be attached all these roles in the bring frame.

The second feature which needs explanation is the use of in- and at-subroles by Loc-
Roles. It may be remarked at the outset that this is also connected with the problem of
inferences, but in quite different way; and it brings in the ontological dimension. The
critical point here is that in our folk ontology of the world we differentiate, among other
aspects, between entities that have inside and those that do not, the difference being, that
other object can be moved into the first ones (and kept there), but not into the second ones.
For instance, bags, baskets, boxes, boats, cupboards, have inside, but stones, chairs, trees,
etc do not in the same sense. Of course, there is an indefinite number of entities in case
of which this difference simply does not make sense. In the context of motion domain
this difference appears relevant in the following way. Both kinds of entities can function
as fillers of the role LOCTO, that is, as reference points of where the motion ended. But
there is a principal difference, in case of “entities with inside”, whether the moving object
moved into them (like in sentence ‘I put the shoes in the basket’) or somewhere near it
(‘I put the shoes behind the basket’). The difference becomes important, among other



AGENTIVE SELF-MOTION
HYPERONYM: MOTION

ROLE STRUCTURE
Participant Roles

AGENT (participant who controls his/her activity,
the instigator of the event)

FRAME: ASETSEMA_1 ’be located’
Object: = Agent
Loc = Locfrom
Time = Timefrom

FRAME: ASETSEMA2
Object = Agent
Loc = Locto
Time = Timeto

INSTRUMENT
[the same ASETSEMA subframes attached as by AGENT,

only Object = Instrument,
which means that INSTRUMENT is supposed to move
the same way as AGENT]

Loc-Roles
LOCFROM (starting place, e.g. from the garden,

from under the table, from the box)
Locfrom-in
Locfrom-at

LOC (where the motion takes place, e.g. on the street,
in the garden, under the table)

Loc-in
Loc-at

LOCTO (the ending place, e.g. onto the street,
into the garden, into the box)

Locto-in
Locto-at

/---/

Time-roles
[The same system: TIMEFROM, TIME, TIMETO, DURATION]

/---/
Other roles

Not important in the given context: DIRECTON, PATH,
MANNER, about 30 in total.

Figure 1. Frame structure of agentive self-motion.



things, when in the later text it is said that the corresponding entity with inside (basket in
our examples) moves to another place (e.g. is taken somewhere). Then, by inference, one
(e.g. the computer program) should conclude that all things that were in it (e.g. my shoes)
are also at this place. But things that were ‘at“ it (behind, before, etc) have not moved.
Of course, this concerns a very specific aspect of the motion, but our intention was just
to demonstrate that once we start a serious task of semantic analysis of sentences and
(coherent) texts we cannot avoid ”landing“, former or later, at such specific problems.

The last aspect we would like to touch in connection with our frames is the use of
so-called hidden arguments (as fillers of certain roles; this term—and the whole idea—
we took from conceptual semantics, e.g. Jackendoff 2002). The idea is that some predi-
cates incorporate in their meaning the information about the fillers of certain roles: e.g.
walking and running imply that AGENT’s legs are used as the (immediate, bodily) IN-
STRUMENT, in the same way as seeing and looking imply the use of eyes. This infor-
mation has not to be explicitly expressed in a sentence, unless something special is said
about these instruments; and this specific information can come in another sentence, cf.
‘He walked to the table. He was barefoot.’ Because of this, the information about such
”hidden“ roles-fillers has to be included already into the frames of the corresponding
verbs; and into the frame representations of concrete sentences, too, even when they are
not explicitly given in the syntactic structure of the first sentence the predicate of which
triggered the frame (walked in the given case). In the corresponding frame under the role
in question such information should explicitly formulated. For instance when we take
the Estonian verb kõndima ‘to walk’ then under the role AGENT as one of the semantic
requirements to its possible fillers should be given ”has legs,“ e.g.:

KÕNDIMA
AGENT
SEMREQ: Living being
HAS_BODYPART: legs

And there should be in the frame the specific INSTRUMENT role by which is the
information that as this instrument function the legs of the AGENT:

INSTRUMENT-B[odypart]
Legs = BODYPART-of-AGENT

Summary

Our main aim was here not give technical details of our project but to give an outline of
the solutions to problems we consider critical in the semantic analysis of text and, further,
of coherent texts. We described our approach to them: in the center of it is the frame
lexicon, where the principal elements are semantic roles, including ”hidden“ semantic
roles. And second, the treatment of inferences, which constitute an inevitable part of
sentence semantics.
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